Update on Self-Test Modules

28th April 2021

Dear Doctor
Thank you for using the RCGP Self-Test Modules as part of your International Induction Programme (IIP),
International GP Recruitment Programme (IGPR) or the Return to Practice Programme (RtP), below is a summary of
some changes we have made.
1. The question bank has had a detailed full review of all questions and where appropriate or outdated have
been revised or removed.
2. The new modules are available from Monday 27th of April.
3. There are three fully revised modules, with a hundred questions each, in an identical format to the previous
papers.
4. The new Self-Test modules (ST1-3) have been re-named as the “SELF-ASSESSMENT MODULES 2021” (SA1-3)
5. Twenty-three questions have been fully replaced across the 3 modules and some have been re-edited.
6. The curriculum categories have been revised in line with the new MRCGP curriculum (see attachment).
7. For those doctors already in the schemes the existing three ST modules will remain available for you to
continue to complete any unfished papers.
8. These need to be completed by Wednesday 30 June 2021 and certificates printed and
downloaded before that date.
9. If you have completed ST Module 1 or 2 or 3 you are not required to re-take that assessment but should
complete the next new SA module in the series, you do not have to complete SA1 if you have already
completed ST1.
10. If you have completed one or more modules, please save a copy now.
11. If you have any modules that you have not yet started, please move to the new SA modules, and do
not start any of the old ST modules (most of the questions will be the same)
12. Unfortunately, the Peer Reference results for the new SA modules will have to be set to zero, until a number
of candidates have several completed modules.
13. Please see for the new log in to the IIP Self-Assessment or RtP Self-Assessment modules
14. If you have any questions please email iandr@hee.nhs.uk

Best wishes
National Recruitment Office

